




Cell towers
Towers receive and transmit cellular 
signals over a large geographic 
area—carrying the voice and data 
that people send and receive on 
their wireless devices.

Our role in 
your world.
We own and operate the nation’s most unique 
and comprehensive portfolio of communications 
infrastructure. It all works together to meet unprecedented 
demand—connecting people, businesses, and communities 
and erasing life’s conventional boundaries.

Our infrastructure transforms 
everything around us.

People
We connect people to the 
devices, apps, and data they rely 
on to communicate, stay 
informed, and live their lives 
to the fullest.

Businesses and 
organizations
We make sure businesses and 
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Today’s networks were built to accommodate the 
widespread adoption of smartphones. Now, with the 
internet of things, 5G, and recent shifts in the way 
people work and learn, many networks are facing new 
strains on data capacity. With everything from tra�c 
lights and autonomous cars to the watch on your wrist 
coming online, additional small cells, high-capacity 
fiber and other infrastructure will be needed to pave 
the way for exciting innovations like these.

Strengthening 
today’s networks 





Low power minimizes exposure.
We’re constantly surrounded by  
electromagnetic energy. Whether you’re  
talking about 5G, 4G or your Bluetooth  
headset, the physics are the same, and  
the body’s response is essentially identical. 
You can see in this chart how emission  
levels from small cells compare to other  
common radio frequencies (RF)—all many  
times below what the FCC considers safe.

Key takeaways.

The 5G Health Hazard That Isn’t.
The New York Times shows how misinformation 
about wireless technologies has spread. Read More 

Research on Cell Signals and Cancer.  
The American Cancer Society provides a  
good summary of the available research  
and findings. Read More 
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Small cells are low-powered, fiber-connected 
nodes that are usually located on existing 
structures like streetlights and utility poles.  
Read More 

We encourage you to take a deeper dive if you’d 
like to know more.



Additional wireless infrastructure safety resources
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CTIA: Wireless Health Facts

NYT: The 5G Health Hazard that Isn’t

Wireless infrastructure safety

Additional Crown Castle resources
Small Cells 101 
Get a high-level overview of the infrastructure that’s adding much needed capacity  
to wireless networks.

Visit Anytown
Take a virtual tour of “Anytown” to see all the infrastructure that keeps people, 
businesses and communities connected.

5G 101
Learn how 5G is ushering in new technologies, enabling advanced mobile  
experiences and changing the way we interact.

Connected by Good
How we’re giving back to the communities we serve.

https://www.wirelesshealthfacts.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/16/science/5g-cellphones-wireless-cancer.html
/communities/small-cell-information
https://experience.crowncastle.com/general/
/communities/5g-information
/connected-by-good

